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Club Night – Wednesday 16th
October

Jessica Dane - Guest Presenter
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OCTOBER 2019
Welcome to the October edition of Brisport.
After a period of uncertainty about the severity of the fire risk in Imbil State Forest, HQ
Plantations gave the go ahead for BSCC to conduct the final round of the 2019 P3
Solutions CAMS Queensland Rally Championship and Round 6 of the East Coast Classic
Rally Series on 14 September 2019. Thanks to the sponsorship of Marius Swart, the 2019
Inspirations Paint Capalaba Hinterland Rally ran in hot and dusty conditions over some of
the best roads we could find in Imbil State Forest. Special fire management precautions
had to be taken to get the event off the ground and a high class field of 41 cars started
from Imbil Showgrounds. A full review of the event is elsewhere in this magazine but I
must acknowledge the excellent work of all our officials on the stages, spectator points
and at HQ who worked hard to maintain radio contact and achieve high safety levels
on the day. Despite having to shorten the event due to fires that were not a result of the
rally, all competitors were very happy to get back to the finish and enjoy the hospitality
of the Mary Valley Show Society with a good selection of food.
Of special note were the many people who brought fire extinguishers to be available to
stage teams to enhance the safety levels. The Rally family has come through again.
Speaking of the Rally family, BSSC’s big
blue trailer needed some work to fix a
damaged jockey wheel and mount so
we took it to Chris Wedding at PTR
Fabrications at Jimboomba to wave his
magic over it. The very next day the
trailer was ready to collect with a heavyduty jockey wheel fitted at no cost to the
Club. Thanks to Chris at PTR Fabrications
for the donation of his time and a new
jockey wheel, it is much appreciated.
But we still have events to be run and we must not forget Barry Neuendorff’s Off Road
Short Course Round on November 9, 2019 in the Lockyer Valley. Help is always needed
for track officials and catering etc so let Bazza or Marg Mackay know if you can assist.
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Dom Corkeron is putting the final touches to details of the BSCC 2019 Christmas Party on
Saturday 7 December at a social venue that will allow everyone to relax and celebrate
a busy and successful year. Watch for details on the BSCC website and Facebook page.
In the last Magazine, I mentioned that during August, BSCC was represented at the 2020
calendar planning meeting hosted by Qld Rally Advisory Panel to look at what events
can be delivered in 2020. Now that the FIA has released the 2020 WRC calendar and
Rally Australia is having a “rotation year” in 2020, BSCC has moved full speed ahead with
our prospective dates for 2020. These are being reviewed by the Board as this goes to
print and will be presented to the CAMS Queensland State Calendar meeting on 20
October. The final calendar will be released then but at this stage we are hoping for a
full year with an opening Test and Tune at Jimna, 2 QRCs (Manumbar and Imbil), 3 KCF
Short Courses (including a new venue) and 2 Off Road rounds. So, watch the BSCC
website and Facebook page for more details.
Well the year is starting to slow down (some may disagree) but Christmas decorations
and fruit mince pies are already in the stores, so I hope you haven’t been “naughty” and
you are getting ready for Santa to bring some new goodies for the rally car or off-road
buggy. Stay safe and thanks again to all those who made the Inspirations Paint
Capalaba Hinterland Rally happen.
Paul Woodward
President
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We’re excited to let you know about the documentary film Brabham (2019) appearing
in this year’s Brisbane International Film Festival running from 3-13 October 2019 – the
largest celebration of film in Queensland!
Brabham (2019) takes an unprecedented look at the incredible life of Australian Formula
One icon Sir Jack Brabham.
To inspire you and your friends to come along and see this great film, we’d like to offer a
special 2 for 1 ticket offer.
Simply enter the promotional code BIFF2FOR1 when
purchasing tickets through biff.com.au. Feel free to
share this code across your network.
For more information on this and other great films, we
invite you to explore the 2019 BIFF website.
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Well we seem to have most of the big jobs done on Tiny, so lately we have been doing
the niggly little things. Most of these jobs are to improve reliability and make maintenance
easier to carry out :✓ The battery has been relocated to behind the co-drivers seat, not really for any
performance advantage, rather just to clear up the engine bay and make access
easier. We added an isolator to save the battery while the car sits in the shed
between events.
✓ Standard rubber engine mounts have been replaced with polyurethane units that
are nice and hard. These were available off the shelf because, you know, Magnas
are proper race cars.
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✓ The front lower control arm, rear bushes, have been replaced with offset
polyurethane bushes that essentially push the front wheel forwards for more
caster. This has some advantages in a front wheel drive car. But while I was there,
I turned up some 20 mm spacers to fit between the bush mounting bracket and
the subframe. This has the effect of deleting the Antidive built into the front wheel
geometry of the car. You don't want antidive, antidive kills traction in a front
wheel drive car. And thankfully we are allowed to change the wheel geometry
as of this year. The factory Subaru rally team wanted to change the geometry of
their car, and as we all know, what Subaru wants, Subaru gets. So, the rules
changed as of the start of the 2019 season, some of you may not be aware of this.

The red circle
shows one of the
spacers I turned up
to lower the pivot
and remove
antidrive

✓ Suspension has been fitted. In keeping with the budget philosophy for this project,
we fitted a brand new set of MCA Gold suspension. We don't want to be
replacing worn out suspension all the time, because that costs money, so our only
option was to get something that lasts. And it just so happened that Murray had
recently supplied suspension for an AWD Magna road car ( for some reason) so
the design was already done.
✓ We have sourced Brake calipers from the AWD Magna, these require larger rotors
also, but the calipers have the same pad shape as Evo gravel cast iron calipers,
which opens up a huge range of performance oriented pads. We sourced
Winmax pads, so that we can be just like Hayden.
✓ The catalytic converter and muffler have been replaced with a straight section of
stainless pipe. The rear resonator is still in place, so the car is reasonable enough
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to drive around normally, but projects a lovely raspy howl when the throttle is
opened wider. This is obviously the most important aspect of the build.
✓ A K&N air filter was fitted ( off the shelf again, because race car), to stop dust
entering the engine. Paper filters just can't stop the dust that an oiled filter can.

Suspension is in!
Gold MCA

We still have to mount the sump guard. We have a sheet of 8mm high tensile alloy that
is big and heavy enough to form the hull of a small fishing trawler, so we have been
putting this job off.
So all that is required now is a log book, rally rego, then race !!
Needless to say, we have some plans for some important performance parts in the near
future, but the most important thing is to get our budget banger out there, supplying
skids, and bulk laughs !!
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REAR SHOCK MOUNTED
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Ready to make noise!!!
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Hi Everyone
I have booked the Nudgee Beach Hotel for Sunday evening the 24th November to make
sure Steve and Lynne Davies do leave Queensland. They have decided to leave Gods
Own Country to head south to ... dare I say it ... Victoria. They will be making their final
move just after this date.
You are welcome to come from 6.00pm for a drink, and or a meal.
invitation so if you are speaking to people please mention it.

This is an open

The Nudgee Beach Hotel is on the corner of Approach & Nudgee Roads in Nudgee. It is
just off the M1 and around the corner from the BSCC Clubrooms.
Cheers
John Careless
0413250005
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Inspirations Paint Capalaba Hinterland Rally Review
The final round of the 2019 P3 Solutions CAMS Queensland Rally Championship was run
on the challenging forest roads of Imbil on 14 September 2019. The Inspirations Paint
Capalaba Hinterland Rally was also Round 6 of the East Coast Classic Rally Series and
attracted a high class entry of 32 QRC competitors and 10 ECCRS competitors. The entry
also saw the return of Ian Menzies and Bob McGowan after an enforced recovery period
for a shoulder injury sustained by Ian on a mountain bike.
After a nervous wait to see what impact the severe fire risk in SEQ would have on the final
sign-off by HQPlantations Pty Ltd, BSCC got the go-ahead with a few extra conditions to
ensure we had the ability to manage the fire risk and could respond quickly to any fires
that may occur.
The stage was set for a thrilling
contest between the 4WD turbos
of Brayden Wilson, Melinda
Bergmann, Ian Menziees, Glenn
Brinkmann,
Erik
Johnnson,
Gerard McConkey and Cahal
Carey as Brayden, Glenn and
Melinda were in the race for the
Qld Championship. The ECCRS
field was well populated with the
rapid Team Datsun Australia
entries of Ryan Smart and Jack
Monkhouse, Nathan Quinn in
Dave Ovenden’s RX2, Clay
Badenoch in the Celica, Tom
Dermody in the RS 1800 and Ian Reddiex in Mike Mitchell’s Datsun 1600 SSS.
The event started at 11:15am after a thorough briefing on fire safety and ran the first 45
km competitive section of 4 special stages in the Woodlands, Kandanga, Casey’s Gully
and Forest Drive/Araucaria areas in warm and dry conditions. After a Service and
Regroup, the crews headed back out to repeat this loop but several fires were located
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in the Forest (not from the rally) and the second run of the Casey’s stage had to be
abandoned. Unfortunately, the planned night stages were also cancelled as the
potential fire risk was very high and the safety of all competitors and officials was the
organisers’ main concern.
The crews returned to finish at Imbil Showground after completing more than 81 kms of
competitive stages which allowed championship points to be awarded and scores to be
determined for the ECCRS. All competitors agreed with the decision of the organisers
and were happy to be “home” after a testing event.
The 41 starters were reduced to 30 finishers due to mechanical problems including clutch
issues for Ian Menzies and Keith Fackrell, engine failure for Tom Dermody and other issues
which sidelined Brayden Wilson and Melinda Bergmann and slowed Glenn Brinkmann.
There were no crashes on the challenging roads.
The outright winners of the event were all 2WD classics with a hotly contested outcome
of:
1st Outright – Ryan Smart/Hugh Reardon-Smith (Datsun Stanza)
2nd Outright – Nathan Quinn/Ray Winwood-Smith (Mazda RX2)
3rd Outright – Jack Monkhouse/Dale Moscatt (Datsun 180B SSS)

The presentation was a humorous and enjoyable affair as the “classic” boys gave
entertaining acceptance speeches and good-naturedly stirred each other before their
next contest at the Alpine.
My thanks goes to Marius Swart who sponsored the event for a second year and
presented the awards. Thanks also to the tireless work of Marg Mackay and Judy Foster
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for their secretariat roles, Mal Bartolo for his great work with HQPlantations and chasing
up issues on the day, Lois Collings for her exceptional scoring of the QRC and ECCRS
elements of the event and sorting out quick results when the event was shortened.
Thanks must go to the wonderful work of some 100 officials who worked on the stages,
course cars, HQ radio base, regroup, scrutineers, remote refuels and the many other jobs
that a QRC entails. Thanks also to the many people who lent us fire extinguishers to
supplement those on the stages. This enhanced our capacity to respond and once
again shows the strength of the rally “family”.
I must thank HQPlantations Imbil for the trust they placed in everyone associated with the
Rally to manage the fire risk. This trust is appreciated must be carefully managed to
ensure it is not lost in the future.
Finally, I must thank Barry Grainger and his volunteers from the Mary Valley Show Society
who provided the venue and wonderful catering over the whole day and into the night.
The food was great and I am told that they were busy all day and enjoyed a successful
event.
From all the feedback after the rally, I think we can look forward to another good entry
at Imbil in 2020.
Cheers
Paul Woodward

Clerk of the Course
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Our next club night is Wednesday 16th October and we have Jessica
Dane as our guest presenter.

Jess is Chair of the CAMS Women in Motorsport Commission and Commercial
Operations for Red Bull Holden Racing Team.
This is a special night to gain an insight into the Women in Motorsport Commission and
it’s plans for the future.
Jess might also share some insights into what it’s like working in such a high level
motorsport team.
A not to be missed event and I’m sure the blokes will get a lot out of the evening as
well.
Where :

BSCC Clubrooms – Unit 16 – 23 Ashtan Place Banyo

Time :

7.00pm start

RSVP :

By Monday14th October please bscc@ozemail.com.au
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Mulgowie Short Course
Off-road 9-10 November
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How many years is it since the first 3 positions in a State round were taken out by rear
wheel drive cars, and 40 year old classics at that?
Well, that is what happened at last weekend’s Inspirations Paint Capalaba Hinterland Rally,
the final round of the QRC at Imbil, which doubled as round 6 of the East Coast Classic
Rally Series.
Some observers were surprised to find 4 rear wheel drive cars seeded in the top 10 of the
42 car field. Heading the list were Glenn Brinkman/Harvey Smith in their Evo 9 ahead of
Ian Menzies/Bob McGowan (Evo 9) making a return to competition, with the Team Datsun
Australia entries of Ryan Smart/Hugh Reardon-Smith (Stanza) and Jack Monkhouse/Dale
Moscatt (180B SSS) next up. Current QRC championship leaders Brayden and Blake Wilson
(Evo 9) were seeded at 5 ahead of Nathan Quinn/Ray Winwood-Smith in David Ovenden’s
loaned Mazda RX2.
The rally had been under threat from bushfire risk, but the organising club BSCC’s
relationship with HQ Plantations Pty Ltd, and clerk of course Paul Woodward’s fire
management plans allowed the rally to run.
Section 1 saw crews tackle 4 stages over 45kms with some known roads through Woodlands,
Kandanga, Caseys and Borumba proving to be very challenging for the whole field with fast
shire roads, tricky tracks and some rough sections.
There were no accidents but by the break mechanical issues had reduced the field by 12
cars. This included the Evo 9’s of Menzies/McGovern and Wilson/Wilson as well as car 8
Melinda Bergmann/Larissa Biggar.
The first 3 stages were won by Brinkman/Smith but electrical issues in SS4 dropped them
to sixth, 67 seconds behind leaders Smart/Reardon-Smith. In second place 18 seconds
behind were Monkhouse/Moscat being chased by Quinn/Winwood -Smith another 14 seconds
in arrears as they came to terms with their loaned car. And in 4th was Clay
Badenoch/Catriona Kelly in their Toyota Celica RA 40.
Section 2 was scheduled to repeat all 4 stages, but SS7 had to be dropped due to a bushfire
near the start control, not connected to the rally, and the subsequent need for rural fire
brigade cover ruled out the 2 evening stages. This left everything to be fought out over the
remaining 3 stages.
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Smart/Reardon-Smith continued where they left off in the morning, and after 81 kms of
stages and a fully committed drive they won by 46 seconds, including a fastest time on SS4.
Ryan Smart drove superbly all day and was a well-deserved winner.
Second place was a thriller that came down to the final stage with Quinn/Winwood-Smith
edging Monkhouse/Moscatt by just one second, which was hard to take for the Team Datsun
Australia crew. These 3 crews were also the place getters in the ECCRS.
Brinkman/Smith recovered to finish 4th ahead of Badenoch/Kelly, making it 4 rear wheel
drive cars in the top 5, a fantastic achievement.
The rest of the top 10 were McConkey/Hewett WRX. Aggio/Benson KE30 Corolla,
Carey/Bustard Evo 9, Reddiex/Mitchell Datsun SSS and Lawson/O’Brien Commodore ute.
It was a mightily impressive performance from the top 3 classic cars and their star drivers,
with Queensland honours upheld by Smart/Reardon-Smith. Spectators and officials alike
had some spectacular viewing of these fabulous sounding cars driven on the limit by 3 very
talented drivers.
The QRC round was won by Smart/Reardon-Smith ahead of Brinkman/Smith and
Badenoch/Kelly, whilst in the QRC 2WD Aggio/Benson finished 3rd.
The Clubman section went to Lawson/O’Brien ahead of Crisp/Jones WRX and
Corkeron/Neagle BMW. The Novice section was won by Connelly/Preist in their Datsun 1600
ahead of Van Der Wilk/O'Connor WRX and Desbrow/Grant Ford Fairlaine. In all 30 cars
finished this challenging event which was a feat in itself
The organisers and officials need to be congratulated for putting on a challenging event in
difficult circumstances, and the spectacular classic drivers who finished 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 5th
made it an event to remember.
Hugh Reardon-Smith
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https://www.facebook.com/BrisbaneSportingCarClub
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The Business Card Page

Specialising in classic & custom cars,
motorsport & 4X4 from minor repairs to
full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ................................ Paul Woodward
Vice President……..Dominic Corkeron
Secretary ............................... Position Vacant
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Immediate Past President ... Peter Flynn
Board Member……..Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Tony Kabel, Paul Woodward,
Craig Porter, Russell Hewett, Dominic Corkeron, David Bannister, John Coleman, Iain Robertson,
Tristan Carrigan
CAMS Delegate .................... Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Officials Liaison Officer………..Iain Robertson
Social Media……………Peter Flynn, Margot Knowles, Paul Woodward

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Magazine: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au
If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and Membership Registrar,
Margaret Mackay ; it is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new or returned
Members to our Club.
Welcome to:
Liam Sytsma – Member No:5012

Old Members re-joining
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Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?
And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year

Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.

Club Polo Shirts
Click on the Link to order online

https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/brisbane-sporting-car-club-shirt-order-form/
Or go to the BSCC website and under Resources you’ll find the order form.
Shirt is $30 ea. plus $4.50 for optional pocket.

